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ST'MMARY

Air velocity is an important indoor climate factor for man's thermal comfort. Rcli-
able and accr¡rate low velocity measuremenb have to be perforned in order to
assess the thermal comfort conditions in the ocanpied zone of roor¡s. Most ofte¡L
the common user performing ñeld measurements, rely on the calibration of the low
velocity anemometeni rnade by their manufacturers. Several factors important for
thc acorracy of the low velocity measr¡rements, such as directional scnsitivity of the
sensor and its response time, type of measu¡ed airflow and its direction, etc, a¡e
not considered.

Five thermoa[emometers and one ultrzsonic anemometer, available on the market
and c"librated by their manufadurers, urere tested in an airflowwitb vclocity fluctu-
ations siíiilar to the velociry fluctuations of the flow in ventilated r<x)rns. During the
tests the mean velocity of tbe airflow rangcd from 0.12 to 05 m/s and the turbu-
lence intensity ranged from 2 to 60Vo. The airflow was produæd by a specially
de.signcd flo$, generator.

At equal conditions the anemometers measured different mean velocity (up tt¡
IOOVo differcnce) due to thc different calibration they had. The differcnt rcspoosc
ti-e of the sensors and the instruments as a whole caused up to ttÙVo differcncc
in the measured turbulcnce intcnsity. In order to pcrform acq¡rate measuremcnts
of the turbulence intensity a response timc of 02 s has becn rectmmcnded in thc
litcran¡re but this needs further studies. The desigp of the uansductr (a special
protection of the velocity sensor against damage) had an impact on the measurcd
n¡rbulcnce intensity as well. The omnidi¡ectional se¡u¡ors were sensitive to the
dircction of the velocity in a planc of thc axis of the transducer (yaw seusitivity).

In order to perform acq¡rate low velocity measurernents thc calibration and the
direcrional sensitivity of the anemometers hæ to be checkcd, The main dircction
of the flow has to be known. There is a need for an international standa¡d procc-
dure for calÍbration of low velocity ancmometers.
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INIT,ODUcnON

Air velocity is an important indoor environmental pa¡ameter for man's thermal
comfort. Studies Í1,2,31have shown that velocity fluctuations have an impact on
men's ¿þgs¡al comfort conditions. It has been found in [1] that at equal mean
velocity and air tempcrature draught complaints increase when n¡rbulence intcnsity,
defined as thc standa¡d deviation of the velociry fluctuations divided by the mean
velocity, increases. A model of draught risk has been developed in [1]. The model
predicts the percent of people dissatisfied due to draught as a function of the air
temperah¡re, the mean velocity and the tu¡bulence intensity. Tberefore the draught
risk in roours can be quantiñed by measurements of these three physical parame-
ters. The model of draught risk has been incorporated in the thermal comfort
st'ndards undcr revision [45]. This requires reliable measurements of the mcan
velocity and the turbulencc intensity to be performed when estimating the thernal
comfort conditions in rooms.

Accr¡¡atc measurements of a low air velocity are difñcr¡lr Several methods, such as

thermal anemomctry,lascrdopplcr anemomctry, flo\rvisualizatior¡ sonicanemome-
ty, etc., may be used to measure the airf,ow velocity in rooms. At the present the
thermal ancmometer with an omnidircctional t¡ansducer is most uscd in the prac-
tice for low vclocity measurcments. The transducer (the probe) has to meet several
requiremeils. It has to be scnsitive enough to detect the lowest airvelocity that can
bc perccived by human 6sings, it should be able to me¿úure the velocity flucn¡a-
tiong it should be sufEciently sturd¡ so to be moved around from place to place
without any risk of being dernaged. Sincc the direction of the air velocity in the
occupicd zone of r(x)nu¡ is in most cascs unknown and variable, the transducer
should measure thc ai¡vclocity correctly independcnt of its direction relative to the
sensor (except for a small angle around the support of the scnsor).

There are several anemometers for low velocity measurements available on the
ma¡ked. The anemometers are calibrated by their manufacturers arid most of the
instn¡ments are intended to be use for field and conEol neasurements of tbe ther-
rnel ç66fqrt conditions in rooms and for measuremenb of installed ventilation
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systems. In such cases, the calibration of the anemometer is most often not checked

This paper present some resulß from a study on the acoracy of low velocity mea-
surements by thermoanemometers with omnidirectional sensors. Several anemome-

294

EXPERIMENTAL FACILI1TES

Five low velocity thermoanemometers and one ultrasonic anemometer were tested.
Four of the therrroanemometeni had transducers with omnidircctional sensors for
the velocity measurements. One of the thermoanemometers had a transducer with
a sensor designed as a hot-wire tlpe probe. The five thermoanemometers are re-
fened in this paper as anemomete¡s "A', Bn, "e, "Dn, "E" and tbe ultrasonic anc-

An airflow generator
an airflow with contr
used to produccd tbe
by filtcn fixed in the
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AI.IEMO-
METER

PROBE
TYPE

RESPONSE
TIME

DTRECTIONAL
sENSmvTry

nAn beated
sphere

< 0.4s omnidirectional

rBt heated
sphere

02s
(90Vo value)

om¡ridi¡ectional

"e hot-wire type 02s
(90Vo value)

directional sensitive

D' heated
sphere

0.1 s
(63Vo value\

omnidirectional

rE" heated
sphere

omnidirectional

Table 1. Cha¡acteristics of the velocity scnsors,, given by the manufacturers.

A stable airf,ow with a mean velocity in the range from 0.1 to 1 m/s and with a
tr¡rbulcncc intensiry in the range from 5 to 60Vo could be provided by the airflov
generator. Figure 1 shows instantaneous velocity records of different tlpes of air
flow produced by the airflow generator.

A spccial Úavening device was used to positioned the transducers in the airflow.
The devise allowcd fourrotations and two longinrdinal movements of the transducer
with an aocuracy respcctively 1 degree and 1 mm- In this way tbe vclocity sensor
could be positioned at the sa¡ne point of thc airflow but at differcnt angles regard-
ing the nain flow direction.

The enalog signal from the anemometer \vas sent to a datalogger and recorded on
a diskette. A penrecorder \pas connected to the anemomete/s analog output as well.
This made possible a continuous obscrvation of the instantaneous velocity measured
during the oçerimenl The velocity of the generated flow was controllcd by an
additional thermoane¡nometerwith a transducer fixed to the airflow gencrator. Thc
air tempcranrre tt/a¡i measured and it remained constant during the experiments.

REST'LTS

MeanVelocity. , -' 
,

Figrre 2 compares the mean velocity measu¡ed by the anemometer Bn, choscn to
be a reference ¿uremometer, and the mean velocity measured by the rest of tbe
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Figure 1. Velocity records of airflows with different turbulence intensity.
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tested anemometers. The comparison \rras made at five mean velocities: 0.14,022"
037,0.42 and 0.47 m/s. The turbulencc interuity of the flow was low, in the range
fuom2to ïVo. The measurements were done with a measuring period of 3 minutcs.
The straigbt line in the 6gure represents the perfect correlation I¡ Table 2 the
difference (in percent) between the mean velocity measured by the reference ane-
mometer and the five other anemometers is listed. Differences, larger than the
limi6 ¡q¡ the accuracy of tbe anemometers given by the manufacturers, were ob-
scwed The mean velocity measwed by the anemometer Dn was most similar to tbe
mean velocity measured by the reference anemometer. The maximum difference in
the velocity measured by thcse two instnrments wæ ïVo.T\e largest diffc¡ence was
observed bctwecn the referencc anemometer a¡d the anemoneter'C. For the
studied velocity range the anemometer nC measured from 19 to tMVo lower mean
velocity than the reference anemometer. The reference anemometer a¡d the ane-
moneter "C were calibrated by their respective ma¡ufactt¡¡es shortly before the
beginning of the c:çeriment. The mean velocity measured by the anemometer "E
was from 34 to 67Vo higher than the mean velocity measured by the reference ane-
mometer 8".
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Figre 2. Comparison of the mean velociry measured by the different aûemomcters.
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REFERENCE
IÆLOCITY

ANEMOMETER

AI.¡EMOMETER
,8"

NA' nc' "D" nE" "I.J'

0.14 m/s 4Vo -73Vo 7Vo 67Vo -37Vo

022 m/s 20Vo -lM7o 5Vo 4lVo -5Vo

037 ø/s llVo 40Vo 8Vo 32Vo -l6Vo

0.43 m/s 13Vo 8Vo 4Vo 39Vo -llVo

0.47 m/s 19Vo -19Vo 4Vo 34Vo ïVo

Table 2. Differcnce (in percent) in the mean velocity mea.sured by the reference
anemometer nBn and the other five tested anemometers.

Turhulence Intensity.

Figrre 3 (a and b) shons the tested anemome-
ters as a function of the reference anemome-

E P": Tbe regression figrres are listed in
Table 3. The measuring min. The anemome-

lence intensity measured by the reference anemometer nBn. The anemometer En
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Figure 3a Comparison of the turbulence intensity measured by the anemometen

"4", oe, D' and the reference anemometer'Bn. The broken line illus-
tratcs perfect corrclation (/ = 1.00).
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f020t0aot0*
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Figurc 3b. Comparison of thc turbulence intensiry measured by the anemometers
8", "IJ" and tbc reference anemometer'8". The broken line illustrates
perfect correlation (t'= L00).

AI.IEMO.
METER

EQUATION
Reference Anemometer is'8"

CORREI.ATTON
COEFFICIENT

¡z
rA" Tu^ = 0.64 Tu" 0.81

"e Tuç = l.41Tu" 0.90

DN Tu" = 0.70 Tu" 0.91

E" Tu" = 037 Tu" 0.92

1I Tu, = 0.82 Tus 0.86

Table 3. Regression equations for the turbulence intensity measured by the tested
anemometers as a function of the reference anemometer.
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Direaional Sensitivity

As done in [1U, the di¡eaional sensitivity of the tra¡sducers was tested in two
planes for different angles of attack of the velocity vector. Tu/o tests Ìvere per-
forured. The first test, on the roll-characteristic of the sensors, was pcrformed by
rotating the transducer a¡ound its axis, Le. the velocity v€ctor was all the ti'nc
pcrpendiarla¡ to the ods of the probe. Thc second test sn¡died the yaw-c.haracteris-

tic of the seDsors and it was performed by rotating the transducer around an axis,
through the velocity sensor, perpendiorlar to the axis of the transducer. In this case

thc angle between the vclocity vector and the a¡ris of the t¡ansducer was changed.
In all tcsts the flow had a low turbulence intensity (less than 67o) and a consta¡rt
direction The measuring time was 3 min. Table 4 liss the results from this test
performed at two mean velocities of the flow, 0.14 and 037 m/s. The forrrulas used
for calcr¡lation of the listed resuls are given in the table as well. The roll sensitivity
of the sensors w¿¡s less than t57o, wilh exception of t¡a¡sducer 'A', which had in-
creased roll sensitivity,l2Vo,at 9f and 27f. Due to is desigr (wo side protection
of the sensitive element) the transducer'C very sensitive to the flow direction for
¡6ll angles in the range of 6f-12f and 24f-30f. The yaw characteristic of thc
sensoß varied in a wide range of yaw angles bctween -45o and ?25". For some of
the sensors the yaw sensitivity varied between 0 and 45Vo. Smallest yaw sensitivity,
between O arid 75Vo, was observed for the transducer 8".

DISCUSSION

Often serious draught complains occur in ventilated rooms althougb measured
velocities a¡e lower than the summer and winter limis, resp. 025 and 0.15 m/s,
recornmended in the present standards [aJ]. One reason may be the acorracy of the
velocity measurements. The calibration of the anemometers available on the ma¡ket
is made by the manufacture¡s and most often it is not checked by the common r¡ser.
The comparison of thc anemometers (Figure 2 and Table 2) showed that thc mea¡
velocity mcasured by the six tested anemometeß was different The difference
ranged from less that lOVo to more than lNVo. Therefore when the aDemometers
a¡e used for measurements in the same ventilatcd room different thermal comfort
conditions will be identified. For example at the same location in the ocotpied zone
of a ventilated room the mean velocity measured by the anemometer 'C will be
0.U m/s, much below the recom¡nended in the standards summer velocity limi¡ ef
025 m/s, while the mean velocity measured by the ariemometer E" will be 031
m/q higher than the velocity limit recommcnded in the standards. The result of this
test showed that the calibration of the anemometers available on the market may
not be reliable and it has to be checked before mcasurements arc performed. There
is a need for an international standard procedure for calibration of low velocity
tìermoanemometers which has to be used by the manufactures and by the users of
the instruments.
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A}¡GLE TRAI.ISDUCER

A B c D E

ROLL CT{ARACTERISTIC:
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0

0
0

0
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0
0

0
0

450 3.6
0.7

-1J
03 -it 0

0.9

-2.6
-0.6

9f -1.5

t2
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-03

2.7
0

-2.6
4.6

l8f 1.5
-')

-1.5
-0.8 3.7

0
15

-53
-2.t

27V 19.7
72

-L2
03

_)

-0.ó
4
-0.6

YAW C¡IARACTERISTIC:

,-ur 
r*%

UÚ,
d hà.dfy

I

f 0
0 0 0

0
0

0
0

450 -18
-20

-3.7
-9.6 4

-LZ
-53

-L2.4
-20s

9f
-15

-8.7

30.6

-450 43
-37

.,, .,

-9.6 20
-l33
-10.6

4
-3.7

Tablc 4. Di¡ectional scusitivity of the testcd probes. Tbe uumbers (in percent) are
calo¡lated ¿ç¡s¡rring to tbe formulas lisrcd in the table. Resuls from testcs
at a mean velocity of 0.14 and 037 m/s are listed respecrively bclow cach
otåer.

- Tbc dÍffereut calibration of tle a¡lemometers results in measuring different mcan
vclocity in thc same flow. The turbulencc intcrsity is a relatiou between the ston-
dard deviation of the velocity and is mean value, i.e. it is a dimentionless parâm-
ctcr, and tberefore for a linearized anemometer (most commercially available low

.1.' velocity anemometers are linearized) it should not be affected by the calibration of
the probe. The acorracy of the turbulence intcruity measurcmcns will be influenced

' by the resPonse time (time constant) of the sensor and the anemometer as a whole.
,. , Fast velocity changes will not be detecred by "slow" anemometer (with a long res-
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ponse time). Only a limited information about the dynamic characteristics of the
anemometers and the transducers were given by the manufactures of the tested
anemometers, but obviously they had different dynamic cha¡acteristics. A separate
investigation was necessary in order to deterrrine the time constant of the anemom-
eters, for example using the method suggested in [7]. But such investigation was not
performed as it was not the purpose of the present sn¡dy. A required I s and a
desirable 0.5 s resporse time (90Vo) for the anemometer is specified in ISO Stan-
da¡dTl26 [81. ASHRAE Standard 55-81R specifies a response time of the anemom-
eter from 1 to 10 s, but for assessments of draughs or turbulence intensiry a de-
si¡able response time of 02 s is recom¡nended. Up to lNVo difference in the n¡rbu-
lence intensity measured by some of the tested anemometeni was observed (Fipre
3, Table 3) in the present study. One reason was the different response time the
anemometers had. In [12] transducen with different resporue time, from 50 to 1600
rrts, were compared (time constant of the thermoanemometer was not given) in a
flow with a turbulence intensity ranging from 5 to 7OVo. Up to 40Vo difference in
the reading ofthe turbulence intensity was observed between the tested transducers.
The way of generating the turbulence intensity and the frequency of the velocity
fluctuations of the flow \À/as not described. In order to recommend a response time
for low vclocity anemometeni it is imponant to know the frequency of the velocity
fluctuations of the airflow where the measuremenß \r,ill be performed. The airflow
generated in the present e:çeriments had velocity fluctuatioru very similar to the
velocity fluctr¡atioru of airflows measured in ventilated roons. Field measurements
[9,10] revealed that large pan of the turbulent enerry of the airflow in rooms was
associated with velocity fluctuations with low frequency, below 1-15 Ha although
velocity fluctr¡ations with frequency above 5 Hz were identified as well. A resporse
time of 02 s or even 0.1 s of tbe anemometer may be a realistic requirement for
accurate measurements of the turbulence intensity in rooms. A resporue time of 02
s (preferably 0.05 s) has been suggested in [12]. There is a need for ñ¡rrher studies
in order to recom¡nend an optimal response time for the low velocity anemometers.

As already disorssed, the draught risk in roonu¡ may be estimated by measurements
of the air temperature, the mean velocity and the turbulence intensity. The obsewed
differenccs between the anemometers, regarding the mean velocity and the turbu-
lence intensity measured, may result in a wrong evaluation of the draught risk in
Kx)nts. Table 5 compares the draught risk estimated by measurements with the five
thermoanemometers in a room with air temperature 25 "C (summer condition) and
air temperature 21 "C (winter condition). The mean velocity and the n¡rbulence
intensity measured by the anemometer nB" are accepted as a reference values. The
results in the parentheses are calculated when only the mean velocity measured by
the anemometers has been considered and the turbulence intensity has been as-

sumed to be 30Vo for the summer condition znd 40Vo for the winter condition. If
l57o dissatisfied due to draught is define as a realistic requirement for a ventilated
,roor! then for the same room and conditions in it, the evaluated draught risk will
be above or below the limit of líVo dissatisfied, depending on the anemometer used
to measure the mean velocity and the turbulence intensity of the flow. So, the
thermal comfort conditions in the same room will comply or will not comply with
the standards depending the thermoanemometer used to perform the measure-
ments.
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ANEMO.
METER

SUMMER CONDMON
Ref. Velocity:02? m/s
Ref. Turb. lntens:30Vo
Air Temperature 25 oC

WINTER CONDITIONS
Ref. Velocity:O.l3 m/s
Ref. Turb. lntens:40Vo
Air Temperature 21 "C

nAn lTVo (22V0) l2Vo (l3Vo)

B" 777o (llVo) lSVo (lSVo)

'e 8Vo (7Vo) ÙVo (ÙVo)

rDu tíVo (l9Vo) 14Vo (l4Vo\
rE" tTVo (26Vo) lVo (?ßVo)

Table 5. Draft risk estimated by measurements by the different anemometen. The
model of draught risk developed in [1] was used.

. T¡'pically the airf,ow in rooms is turbulent, i.e. the velocity vector changes is magpi-: tude and di¡ection. Therefore it is important that the sensor is not sensitive to-the
changes of the velocity direction. The tested ornnidirectional transducers complied
with this requirement onlywhen the velocity vector changed is direction in a plane

' I perpcndiorlar to the t¡ansducer's axis, i.e. the when the angle betwcen the velocity
' vector and the axis of the probc remained 9f. The sensors became sensitive to the

direction of tbe velocity vector when this angle was larger or smaller than 9(P. The' rcsults of the test show that in order to perform accurate and reliable velociry
mea¡turements with an omnidirectional uansducer the directional sersitivity of thc

' sensor and the dircction of the main flow bas to be known. The design of the trans-
ducer has to be considered as well. Transducen with senson designed as a hot-wirc
probe are very much directional sensitive and they have to be used for measure-
ments only in flows with well known direction of the mean velocity vector ar¡d not
high turbulence intensity. The impact of tbe protection around the velocity seûsor,
made ag¡inst damages, on the aocuracy of the measurements has to be considered
as well.

CONCLUSIONS

Five tbermoanemomcters and one ultràsonic anemometer used for field measure-
ments for low air velocity in roorns w€re cûmpared in airflow with mean velocity
rangtng from appror O12 to 0.5 m/s and turbulence intensity ranging from 2 tó

' 60Vo,The ¡rnemometerq available on the ma¡ket, were calibrated by their respective
m¡nnfaç¡g¡gg.

I-arge differences between the anemometers were observed (up to l00Zo) regarding
tbe mean velocity and the turbulence interuity measured.

i,I
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" 
.Thê scnsors were semitive to ti¡e ¿iiection of the velocity in the plane of the axis

of the uansducers $aw seruitivity).

Draught risk assËssed by measuremenrs with the five thermoa¡remometers at equal
room conditions was different.

In ordcr to perform reliable mea¡¡r¡remens of the mean velocity the calibration and
the directional sensitivity of the sensor has to be checked before rse; in order to

- perform accurate measurements of the turbulence intensity an anemometer with a
response time of 02 s has becn recommended in the literan¡re, but this needs

further investigation; a protectioñ around the sersor, made against damages, may
danp the velocity fluctuations with relatively high frequency or it may generate
additional turbulence in the flow.

There is a need for an international standa¡d procedure for calibration of low
velocity anemometefs. ;- : ,.
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